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=========================================================================== 
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The lyrics in this FAQ are taken straight from the game and so are 
Copyright SCEI, as are all character names and the game title, etc. 

You can find the latest version of this FAQ at: 

www.gamefaqs.com and 
www.console-gamer.com 

The FAQ contains the lyrics from the PAL version of PaRappa The Rapper for 
The Sony PlayStation. 
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=========================================================================== 
   I. EXPLANATION OF FAQ 
=========================================================================== 

This FAQ was originally designed solely as a reference to the lyrics of 
PaRappa The Rapper.  I have no intention at the moment of including 
gameplay guides and hints etc. 

The lyrics are split into 2 main sections - solo and repeat.  The solo 
lyrics are usually the lyrics that the teacher says before you rap to the 
next section or to end the rap.  You do not repeat these lyrics as PaRappa. 
These lyrics are preceded with the following note depending on who is 
saying them: 

/PaRa/   = PaRappa 
/Chop/   = Chop Chop Master Onion 
/Moose/  = Instructor Mooselini 
/Flea/   = Prince Fleaswallow 



/Cheap/  = Cheap Cheap the Cooking Chicken 
/MC/     = MC King Kong Mushi 

The repeat lyrics are the ones you repeat.  They are shown in this FAQ by a  
note preceding them - /repeat/.  Usually you repeat these lyrics word for 
word but if PaRappa says something different to the teacher this will be 
shown in brackets after the line. 

eg. from level 1 - 

/repeat/ Once more now Kick (Kick) 

This is showing that Chop Chop Master Onion says "Once more now Kick" and 
PaRappa follows up with simply "Kick" instead of "Once more now Kick".  If 
there are no extra lyrics in brackets then PaRappa repeats exactly what the 
teacher says. 

There are a couple of exceptions.  Firstly, in level 6 you take over from 
MC King Kong Mushi at the end leading the rap.  Therefore you are not 
repeating these lyrics because you are leading, and they aren't normal solo 
lyrics because YOU are making them happen so I've called these lyrics: 

/PaRa-S/ = PaRappa Solo lyrics 

Secondly, the crowd from level 6 repeat your /PaRa-S/ lyrics and some of MC 
King Kong Mushi's lyrics so they aren't normal solo lyrics or normal 
PaRappa /repeat/ lyrics.  I've called these /crowd/ lyrics. 

Sometimes what either the teacher or PaRappa says sounds different to what 
the subtitles say at the bottom of the screen but I'll just print what the 
words are at the bottom of the screen as in the game for simplicity. 

NB. The lyrics in section II assume that you go through the level normally, 
without going onto a "COOL" rating at any time and finishing the level with 
a "GOOD" rating. 
  
=========================================================================== 
  II. LYRICS TO - 
=========================================================================== 

   i)    Level 1 - I need to become a hero! 
         ---------------------------------- 

/Chop/   Kick! Punch! It's all in the mind 
         If you wanna test me, I'm sure you'll find 
         that all the things, I'll teach ya is sure to beat ya, 
         nevertheless you'll get a lesson from teacher now 
/repeat/ Kick 
         Punch 
         Chop 
         Block 
         Once more now Kick (Kick) 
         Punch 
         Chop 
         And Block (Block) 
/Chop/   Don't get cocky, it's gonna get rocky, 
         we gonna move down to the next ya jockey now 
/repeat/ Duck 
         Jump 
         Turn 



         Pose 
         Listen carefully Jump (Jump) 
         Pose 
         Duck 
         and Turn (Turn) 
/Chop/   Hmm, yeah, I see you're getting better, 
         kick to the limit in order to get her now 
/repeat/ Kick Punch 
         Chop Block 
         Chop Kick 
         Punch Block 
         It's gonna get harder now Duck & Jump (Duck Jump) 
         Turn & Pose (Turn Pose) 
         Duck & Turn (Duck Turn) 
         Jump & Pose (Jump Pose) 
/Chop/   Come on now, why don't you follow my words, 
         because we're almost done I'll make it easy at first 
         I wanna see if you wanna see what it means 
         to be the man with the master plan Are you the man now? 
/repeat/ Here we go ! now Kick Punch Block (Kick Punch Block) 
         Chop Kick Block 
         Block Turn & Kick it (Block Turn Kick) 
         Block Duck Punch 
         Duck Duck Turn 
         Jump Kick Chop 
         and Punch Punch Punch (Punch Punch Punch) 
/Chop/   That's it for today 
         Good job, PaRappa You can go on to the next stage now 
/PaRa/   Ya hoo! Alright!! 

  ii)    Level 2 - You guys sit in the back 
         ---------------------------------- 

/Moose/  Alright, we're here, just sittin' in the car 
         I want you to show me if you can get far 
/repeat/ Step on the gas! 
         Step on the brakes! 
         Step on the gas! 
/Moose/  When I say boom boom boom! you say bam bam bam! 
         No pause inbetween Come on, let's jam! 
/repeat/ Step on the gas! 
         Step on the brakes! 
         Step on the brakes! 
         Step on the gas! 
/Moose/  I'm glad you know which way to go, 
         but it ain't gonna stop me Here we go! 
/repeat/ Check and turn the signals to the right! 
         Now turn to the right! 
         Check and turn the signals to the left! 
         Now turn to the left! 
/Moose/  Woh ho ho ho! Stop the car! 
         We got an emergency, can't you see? 
/repeat/ Do you know why we stopped the car? (Do I know why we stopped the 
car?)
         Guess... 
         What... 
         Do you know why we stopped the car? (Do I know why we stopped the 
car?)
         Guess... 
         What... 



         I forgot to close the door... (You forgot to close the door...) 
/Moose/  Now just don't forget, 
         this ain't Kung Fu, come on again! 
/repeat/ Check and turn the signals to the right! 
         Step on the gas, now turn to the right! 
         Check and turn the signal to the left! 
         Step on the gas, now turn to the left! 
         Step on the brakes, 
         Do you know why we stopped the car again? (Do I know why we 
stopped the car again?) 
/Moose/  That's because you just got your license! 
         Woo hooo!! Yes!! 

 iii)    Level 3 - My dad's gonna bite me!! 
         ---------------------------------- 

/Flea/   I'm workin in the flea market so early 
         I've been working here ever since my mama was a baby 
         Just because the rhythm is slow, 
         that don't mean that you can't flow 
/repeat/ In the rain or in the snow, 
         Got the got the funky flow 
         In the rain or in the snow, 
         Got the got the funky flow 
         All you ever need is to be nice & friendly 
         All you ever need is to be nice & friendly 
/Flea/   Remember, strike it rich The key is love 
         Save everybody from way up above 
/repeat/ I can sell a bottle cap like this (I will try to sell a cap like 
this)
         I can sell a bottle cap like this (I will try to sell a cap like 
this)
/Flea/   I never dreamed it would be like this 
         I am the number one ruler of the seven seas 
/repeat/ The skunk over here will bring you luck 
         The pump over here comes with a truck 
/Flea/   Oh yes, I had a lot of lot of fun 
         I made a lot of bucks and now I'm on the run 
/repeat/ In the rain or in the snow, 
         Got the got the funky flow 
         In the rain or in the snow, 
         Got the funky funky flow 
/Flea/   Ha ha ha, let me tell you something that I never tell you before 
         Listen this! 
/repeat/ I have never sold everything, everything 
         You have never sold everything, everything 
         Money money money is all you need 
         Money money money is all you need  
/Flea/   Hey hey! Your papa is gonna be very proud of you 
         Let me know if you have another flea market! 
         I will help you... Or you'll help me... 
/PaRa/   You got that right teacher! Thanks a lot! 

  iv)    Level 4 - Guaranteed to catch her heart 
         --------------------------------------- 

/Cheap/  Every single day, stress comes in every way 
         I ain't got no time for nobody 
         My style is rich, dope, phat in which 
         we'll make a cake today that looks rich 



/repeat/ Crack crack crack the egg into the bowl 
         M.I.X. the flour into the bowl 
         Crack crack crack the egg into the bowl 
         M.I.X. the flour into the bowl 
/Cheap/  Bakin' a cake, yes, means you gotta try 
         I'm doing this for years but don't ask me why 
/repeat/ Butter butter butter joins the bowl 
         We're makin' us a cake that you never seen before 
         Heat up the oven, now we're on a roll 
         Cheap cheap cheap's the name of my soul (Cheap cheap cheap's the 
name of your soul) 
/Cheap/  The other day I was called a little turkey 
         But I'm a chicken, got it? Ya beef jerky! 
/repeat/ Put the cake in the oven for a while 
         Leave it there, come on, clean the pile 
         Put the cake in the oven for a while 
         Leave it there, come on, clean the pile 
         Here, I got a little sample (Here, I don't have a sample) 
         Cause ample time's just what we don't have (Cause money and time's 
just what we don't have) 
/Cheap/  A chicken in the kitchen is making all the sound 
         The cake is done while we were sitting around 
/repeat/ All we gotta do is apply the final touches (All we gotta do is to 
apply the final touches) 
         Take out the shrimp, the clam and the perches 
         The perch goes here, the clam goes there, 
         the little tiny shrimps just go everywhere! 
         Whatever you like's in the middle, fiddle 
         Seafood cake comes just like the riddle 
/Cheap/  OK, OK!! That wasn't so hard, was it? 
/PaRa/   No problem! 
         But how did you get out of the TV? 

   v)    Level 5 - Full Tank 
         ------------------- 

/Chop/   I need to go just as bad as you 
         What I had this morning I don't even wanna say to you 
/repeat/ Kick, Punch, Turn and Chop the door 
         Or, I will fall to the floor 
         Kick, Punch, Turn and Chop the door 
         Or, I will fall to the floor 
/Chop/   Hatatatatatatatatatatatah 
/Moose/  U, uh, U, uh No way! 
         I've been sittin' in the car yes, now for days 
/repeat/ Did you check the toilets on the right? 
         Did you check the toilets on the left? 
         Did you check the toilets on the right? 
         Did you check the toilets on the left? 
/Moose/  OK, OK You win 
/Flea/   Ribet, ribet, I can not hold it 
         The last toilet that I had, I've already sold it 
/repeat/ In the rain or in the snow, I got the funky flow but now I really 
gotta go (In the rain or in the snow, you got the funky flow but now you 
really gotta go) 
         The toilet over there will bring you luck so give up! I got no 
time to spare! 
         In the rain or in the snow, I got the funky flow but now I really 
gotta go (In the rain or in the snow, you got the funky flow but now you 
really gotta go) 



         The toilet over there will bring you luck so give up! I got no 
time to spare 
/Flea/   Ah.A me lose you know, I'm outta here! 
/Cheap/  Walk the walk even if you can't just talk the talk!!!! 
         I got a call 
/repeat/ I am a chicken, from the kitchen and I ain't kidding, although 
nothing is written (You are a chicken, from the kitchen and you ain't 
kidding, although nothing is written) 
         Crack, break, fix the door, you know, I gotta go, so yes open up 
ya know! 
         I am a chicken, from the kitchen and I ain't kidding, although 
nothing is written (You are a chicken, from the kitchen and you ain't 
kidding, although nothing is written) 
         Crack, break, fix the door, you know, I gotta go, so yes open up 
ya know! 
/Cheap/  It's all yours 
/PaRa/   This is life! 

  vi)    Level 6 - I gotta believe!! 
         --------------------------- 

/MC/     Yo yo yo! Check this out! 
         It's party time!! Party time! In the house! 
         Everybody, I'm wondering how you're feeling out there! 
         Are you feeling good? 
         We're gonna put on a show out there for everybody 
         Check this out! 
         Somebody say ho! 
/crowd/  Ho 
/MC/     Say ho! ho! 
/crowd/  Ho Ho 
/MC/     Say ho! ho! ho! 
/crowd/  Ho Ho Ho 
/MC/     Now scream! 
/crowd/  WAAAAAooooo!! 
/MC/     Everybody say ho! 
/crowd/  Ho 
/MC/     Say ho! ho! 
/crowd/  Ho Ho 
/MC/     Say ho! ho! ho! 
/crowd/  Ho Ho Ho 
/MC/     Now scream! 
/crowd/  WAAAAAooooo!! 
/repeat/ Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta redeem!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta relieve!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta receive!) 
         You gotta do what? You gotta do what? (I gotta BELIEVE!!) 
         Hey yo everybody, just check out the way I live everybody! (Yo yo 
everybody, it's the time you've been waiting for, here's the party!) 
         O, oh! O, oh! Here comes the dude, and now he's running up and 
down the street with the juice (Sunny's my life She's like a dice I can't 
tell which way she'll turn till I spice!) 
         Whatever trouble he's in, he just gets up and begins, it ain't a 
problem for the man (But I went through it like that, because I want it 
like that, no other difference, is the fact!) 
         You gotta do what!? (I gotta redeem!) 
         Sure about that! (I gotta relieve!) 
         You gotta do what!? (I gotta receive!) 
         But most important, (I gotta BELIEVE!!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta redeem!) 



         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta relieve!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta receive!) 
         You gotta do what? You gotta do what? (I gotta BELIEVE!!) 
         H to the E to the R to the O, and here comes your hero HO! Here we 
go! (P to the A to the R to the A, PaRappa's the name I rap everyday) 
         Now it's time for the ruff phat night, and let's all pump up the 
night (Breakin' out was the name of the game for me, you, you, you and 
you!)
         What's his name? He grew up in this town Check this out Come on 
and bring it down! (Kick punch chop, I got the funky flow, M.I.X. the flour 
into the bowl!) 
         You gotta do what!? (I gotta redeem!) 
         Sure about that! (I gotta relieve!) 
         You gotta do what!? (I gotta receive!) 
         But most important, (I gotta Believe!!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta redeem!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta relieve!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta receive!) 
         You gotta do what? You gotta do what? (I gotta Believe!!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta redeem!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta relieve!) 
         Whatcha gonna do when they come? (I gotta receive!) 
/MC/     You gotta do what? You gotta do what? 
/PaRa-S/ Somebody say ho! 
/crowd/  Ho 
/PaRa-S/ Say ho! ho! 
/crowd/  Ho Ho 
/PaRa-S/ Say ho! ho! ho! 
/crowd/  Ho Ho Ho 
/PaRa-S/ Now scream! 
/crowd/  WAAAAAooooo!! 
/PaRa-S/ Everybody say ho! 
/crowd/  Ho 
/PaRa-S/ Say ho! ho! 
/crowd/  Ho Ho 
/PaRa-S/ Say ho! ho! ho! 
/crowd/  Ho Ho Ho 
/PaRa-S/ Now screeeeam! 
/PaRa/   Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Everybody! and don't forget! You 
gotta believe!! Thank you! 

=========================================================================== 
 III. REVISION HISTORY 
=========================================================================== 

28/5/99  2.0 
         No major changes (edited THINGS TO DO section) 
         Bought Um Jammer Lammy this week - been playing it all week with 
         no regard for my exam revision!  Look out for a FAQ soon 

23/4/99  1.01 
         Added a credit in the THANKS TO section 
         The FAQ can now also be found at www.console-gamer.com 

13/4/99  1.0 
         Changed E-mail address 
         Added a couple of credits to the THANKS TO section 

7/4/99   0.2 
         Added 



         LYRICS TO - 
               Level 6 - I gotta believe!! 
         Added some more lyric annotation in 
         EXPLANATION OF FAQ and 
         LYRICS TO - 

6/4/99   0.1 
         Added 
         LYRICS TO - 
               Level 3 - My dad's gonna bite me!! 
               Level 4 - Guaranteed to catch her heart 
               Level 5 - Full Tank 
         Edited lyric annotation in 
         EXPLANATION OF FAQ and 
         LYRICS TO - 

5/4/99   0.0 
         First version 
         EXPLANATION OF FAQ 
         LYRICS TO - 
               Level 1 - I need to become a hero! 
               Level 2 - You guys sit in the back 
         REVISION HISTORY 
         THINGS TO DO 
         THANKS TO 
         AND FINALLY... 

=========================================================================== 
  IV. THINGS TO DO 
=========================================================================== 

Maybe do transcripts of the main intro, intros to each level, and ending. 
If I ever do all this I might try evolving the FAQ into a more general 
guide to PaRappa The Rapper including gameplay guides and hints etc. 

=========================================================================== 
   V. THANKS TO 
=========================================================================== 

SCEI and all the development team for making PaRappa The Rapper. 
SCEE for being so bold as to release it in Europe. 
GameFAQs for hosting such a great site and printing this FAQ. 
Kao Megura for inspiring me to write FAQs. 

People who've shown interest in the FAQ: 

* Richard Lissimore (E-mail: richard@console-gamer.com, and website: 
http://www.console-gamer.com) 
* James Gowdey (E-mail: serpent231@yahoo.com, and website: 
http://come.to/serpent231) 
* Wan Zafran (E-mail: wan_zafran@yahoo.com, and website: 
http://www.geocities.com/TimesSquare/Chamber/8592/) 

=========================================================================== 
  VI. AND FINALLY... 
=========================================================================== 

I won't be doing any major updates for a while because I'm supposed to be 
revising for my GCSEs. 
Check out my reviews at GameFAQs (R4, Xenogears, MGS and SF Zero 3). 



If you can add to, or correct any of this FAQ in any way, please feel free 
to E-Mail me and if I use any of your ideas or material I'll give you all 
due credit - my E-mail address is at the top of this FAQ, and it's changed 
to resident_weevil@hotmail.com so make sure you send mail to this and not 
my old address. 
This document is Copyright Michael Jackson 1999.  If you wish to use this 
FAQ for personal or public use then fine as long as it remains complete and 
unchanged in its entirety and you E-mail me to notify me of your 
intentions.  

         -FIN- 

This document is copyright Jacko and hosted by VGM with permission.


